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1. - Let’s go to the cinema!
- Sounds like a … idea.
A. swelled

B. swelling

2. Which word is the odd one out?
A. whimper
B. guffaw

C. swollen

D. swell

C. snigger

D. chortle

3. Which word indicates a sudden small movement because of pain or fear?
A. squirm
B. snort
C. smirk
4. Which one is a definition of the word ‘plaque‘?
A. a substance which forms on your teeth
C. a piece of stone with writing on it, used as a prize

D. beam

B. a fatty substance that can clog the arteries
D. organs from inside animals which are eaten as food

5. - How have you been keeping recently, Claudia?
- Oh you know, just the usual … .
A. aches

B. pains

C. aches and pains

D. pains and aches

6. They accepted it all … .
A. staggeringly

B. on the nod

C. without a murmur

D. in their stride

C. hits the roof

D. goes ballistic

C. chucking it down

D. clouding over

9. If a small child behaves badly, parents should … it in the bud.
A. woo
B. zap

C. ram

D. nip

10. Which word is the odd one out?
A. cramped
B. poky

C. congested

D. compact

7. He never puts milk back in the fridge after using it. It … .
A. is at the end of my tether
B. drives me round the bend
8. - What’s the weather like with you?
- It’s … .
A. pelting down

B. slogging away

11. AA is the abbreviation of … .
A. an organization helping alcoholics
C. the lowest rank of police officer in the UK

B. a UK motorists’ club
D. an important military organization

12. We had … wonderful holidays!
A. extremely
B. immensely

C. deeply

D. reasonably

13. He’s really pleased … the news.
A. about
B. at

C. with

D. for

14. … Maria doesn’t speak German, I think she should visit Berlin.
A. Even though
B. Even if

C. Provided that

D. In spite of the fact that

15. Open the window if it … you to sleep.
A. will help
B. helps

C. would help

D. would have helped

16. We stopped … Milan, Florence and Pisa. Our performance was also a great success … Edinburgh.
Now we’re … Manchester studying Linguistics.
A. at / at / at
B. in / at / at
C. in / in / in

D. in / at / in

17. I believed, as … , that the book would be selling well.
A. did my friends
B. my friends had

D. had my friends

C. my friends did

18. Which sentence is correctly punctuated?
A. "It tastes horrible," said Anthony, "but it's healthy for you."
B. "It tastes horrible…" said Anthony, "but it's healthy for you."
C. "It tastes horrible." said Anthony, "But it's healthy for you."
D. "It tastes horrible", said Anthony, "…but it's healthy for you."
19. Which past simple and past participle forms of the infinitives are correct?
A. sling – slung – slung
B. thrust – thrusted – thrusted
C. shear – sheared – shorn

D. lay – laid – lain

20. The students from different countries are encouraged to communicate …
A. each other
B. with each other
C. themselves

D. with one another

21. The Celts are important in British history because … .
A. their languages influenced English
C. they invented many new things
22. Who became known as Bloody Mary?
A. Mary Stuart
B. Mary Tudor

B. lots of people took on their culture
D. they left amazing literary works
C. Mary Queen of Scots

23. Thomas Becket … .
A. was the Archbishop of Canterbury
C. opposed royal power in the Church

D. Mary Boleyn

B. served under Henry VIII
D. was an inventor

24. Which sentence is correct?
A. The Great Plague is the same illness as the Black Death.
B. About half the people of London died because of the Black Death in the 1140s.
C. The signs of the Black Death were a headache, fever, coughing blood and swelling.
D. The real cause of the Black Death was fleas on rats.
25. The term YEOMAN may refer to … .
A. a late medieval British farmer of middling social status
C. a royal bodyguard (the Yeomen of the Guard)

B. a freeborn servant from The Canterbury Tales
D. one of the Beefeaters

26. Which sentence about Ireland is correct?
A. In 1845, 1846 and 1847 the potato crop, which was the main food of the poor, failed. In these three years 1.5 million died from
hunger.
B. The struggle for Irish freedom from English rule became a struggle between Catholic and Protestant.
C. There were rich coal mines which quickly became the centre of a rapidly growing coal and steel industry .
th
D. Many Irish people had to leave because of the great poverty in the 19 century. Most settled in the USA.
27. Why did Britain refuse to join the six other European countries in the creation of a European Common Market?
A. Britain did not wish to give up its imperial power.
B. Britain was unwilling to surrender any control over its own affairs.
C. Britain felt it would have no economic benefit from Europe
D. Britain experienced new social problems after the arrival of immigrants.
28. Which sentence about the Stuarts is correct?
A. They were better monarchs than the Tudors.
B. The only king of England ever to be tried and executed was a Stuart.
C. The Stuarts quarreled with Parliament which resulted in civil war.
D. They made the Church in England truly English by breaking away from the Roman Catholic Church.
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